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Abstract
The composition of modular specications can be modeled, in a category theoretic framework,
by colimits of diagrams. Pushouts in particular describe the combination of two specications
sharing a common part. In this paper, we propose to represent the combination of modular
specication as diagrams.
First, we dene a term language to represent modular specications built with colimit con-
structions over a category of base specications.
Then, we propose to associate with each term a diagram. This interpretation provides us with a
more abstract representation of modular specications because irrelevant steps of the construction
are eliminated.
Finally, we propose an algorithm to normalize diagrams, in the case when the base category
is skeletal, nite and cycle free. This allows us to detect \construction isomorphisms" between
modular specications, i.e. isomorphisms which do not depend on the semantics of the base
specications, but only on their combination. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
1. Introduction
The specication of large programs requires to split up the problem to solve into
several simpler problems. This top-down approach, corresponding to the slogan divide
and conquer, is classic in software engineering. The decomposition of specications
into modules allows on the one hand to reect the logical structure of the problem,
and on the other hand to develop the dierent parts of the program independently.
On the opposite, we are interested here in the composition of specications. This
bottom-up approach to modularity consists in storing elementary specications in a
library and in constructing new specications by gathering already dened ones. Such
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a reuse of specications (and possibly of programs as well) is advocated in software
engineering to avoid errors and reduce development costs.
We focus on algebraic specications [16, 26, 39], which come from universal alge-
bra in mathematics, and from abstract data types in software engineering. Our aim
is to study the composition of algebraic specications in a category theoretic frame-
work. Indeed, the algebraic specication formalism strongly relies on category theory.
Historically, the development of algebraic specication, in particular the work of the
ADJ group [22, 23, 21], has been inuenced by Lawvere’s algebraic theories [25, 6, 38].
Practically, the use of category theory may be justied by the important role played
by specication morphisms for structuring specications. Moreover, the combination
of specications related by specication morphisms can be modeled using the cate-
gorical concept of colimit. Intuitively, a diagram describes a combination of objects
with some sharings, and the colimit of a diagram the result of this combination. The
language Specware [34, 33] is, among all specication languages, one which uses more
intensively the categorical concepts of morphism, diagram and colimit.
We suppose that we have a library of elementary specications and specication
morphisms, which forms a base category C0. We dene a term language to express
specications and specication morphisms built from the base category with colimit
constructions. Then, we propose to associate with each term denoting a specication a
diagram, and with each term denoting a specication morphism a diagram morphism.
We thus need to dene a category of diagrams. This representation of modular spec-
ications is more abstract than terms in that it allows us to get rid of some specic
steps chosen for the construction of the modular specication. Finally, we propose a
procedure to decide whether two diagrams are isomorphic, in the case when the cate-
gory C0 of base specications is skeletal, nite and cycle free. This allows us to detect
construction isomorphisms between specications, by testing whether their associated
diagrams are isomorphic. These isomorphisms do not depend on the contents of the
base specications, but only on their combinations.
Algebraic specications can be based on various logics, for instance equational,
Horn-clause or rst-order logic. Goguen and Burstall have developed the theory of
institutions [19, 20] to formalize a notion of logical system which is independent of
the underlying logic. As the problem of composing specications does not depend on
the logic used to express specications, we can work in the framework of institutions.
We only need to assume that the category of specications is nitely cocomplete, which
means that every nite diagram has a colimit. Goguen and Burstall have shown [20]
that the category of specications is nitely cocomplete if and only if the category of
signatures is nitely cocomplete.
The idea of modeling the interconnection of systems by means of colimits was
proposed by Goguen [17, 18]. Then, colimits were used in the context of algebraic
specication to describe the semantics of the specication language Clear [7, 8]. The
diagram morphisms used in this context were mere inclusions of diagrams. This idea
has been extended to more general categories of diagrams such as for instance the at-
ten category Func(C0) described in [36, p. 244]. However, these categories of diagrams
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are not general enough to model any combination of specications because they are
not, in the general case, nitely cocomplete. We propose here to work in a category
Diagr(C0) of diagrams which is nitely cocomplete. Similarly, from a syntactic point
of view, term languages which have been proposed until now to express colimit con-
structions are not based on a nitely cocomplete category either (see for instance [15]).
The term language proposed here relies on a nitely cocomplete category Term(C0),
and therefore is powerful enough to express any combination of specications.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present various modular speci-
cations of rings constructed from a category C0 of base specications. This academic
example presents on the one hand a syntax for modular specications and on the other
hand the notion of construction isomorphism between two modular specications.
Section 3 contains the theoretical bases of our work. We present the notion of
equiv-category as well as the equiv-category of diagrams DIAGR(C0). We show that
DIAGR(C0) is nitely cocomplete, and is a completion of C0 with nite equiv-colimits.
Section 4 is dedicated to the formal denition of the syntax for modular speci-
cations. We present a stratied construction of an equiv-category TERM(C0) which
provides us with a term language to represent modular specications and specication
morphisms. We show that TERM(C0) is nitely cocomplete, is a conservative exten-
sion of C0, and is freely generated over C0 by a chosen equiv-initial object and chosen
equiv-pushouts.
In Section 5, we associate terms with diagrams and show that this interpretation
denes an equivalence between the equiv-categories DIAGR(C0) and TERM(C0).
In Section 6, we suppose that the base category C0 is skeletal, nite and cycle
free. In that case, we dene a normalization procedure for diagrams. This procedure
allows us to detect construction isomorphisms between two modular specications by
comparing the normal forms of their corresponding diagrams.
2. Motivation
We present various ways of specifying the theory of rings with modular specica-
tions. This example only makes use of equational specications, but we could actually
work in any institution whose category of specications is nitely cocomplete. The aim
of this section is to motivate, through the examples of ring specications, the interest
of construction isomorphisms. These isomorphisms only depend on the way the base
specications are combined.
2.1. Base specications
First of all, we dene a library of base specications. Base specications are written
in the specication language LPG [3, 4]. The LPG language has two kinds of speci-
cations: types which are interpreted as initial algebras (or, for generic types, as free
algebras), and properties which are interpreted as classes of algebras satisfying the
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equations. In the example developed here, we will only use properties, which means
that a model of a specication is the class of all algebras which satisfy the equations.
We can also dene specication morphisms with a statement introduced by the key-
word satisfies. The semantics of LPG is described in [29], and the rules to compose
specication morphisms are presented in [5].
We now specify the base specications and base specication morphisms.
S =
property A-SORT
sorts s
; B=
property BIN-OP
sorts s
operators op : s,s -> s
satisfies A-SORT[s]
The property S species a single sort s. The property B species a single sort, also
called s, a binary operator op and a specication morphism s : S!B, dened by the
statement satisfies A-SORT[s] in the module B. This morphism maps the sort s of
S to the sort s of B.
M =
property MONOID
sorts s
operators *: s,s -> s
1:-> s
equations 1 * x == x
x * 1 == x
(x * y) * z == x * (y * z)
satisfies BIN-OP[s,*]
;
G=
property ABEL-GROUP
sorts s
operators + : s,s -> s
0 : -> s
i : s -> s
equations x + y == y + x
i(x) + x == 0
satisfies MONOID[s,+,0]
The property M species a monoid, with a specication morphism b :B!M , which
maps the sort s of B to the sort s of M and the operator op of B to the operator
* of M . The property G species an Abelian group: we add to the specication of
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monoids an inverse function i and the commutativity of the binary operator. We also
dene a specication morphism m :M!G. This morphism maps the operator * of M
to the operator + of G and the constant 1 of M to the constant 0 of G.
D=
property DISTRIBUTIVE
sorts s
operators + : s,s -> s
* : s,s -> s
equations x * (y + z) == (x * y) + (x * z)
satisfies BIN-OP[s,+], BIN-OP[s,*]
At last, the property D species two binary operators related by the distributive law,
as well as two specication morphisms m+; m :B!D. The morphism m+ maps op
to + and the morphism m maps op to *.
We get a category C0, called the base category, which represents a library of
available specications and specication morphisms.
2.2. Combinations with colimit constructions
We can combine base specications to form new modular specications. In LPG, we
can for example write a specication R1 of rings by combining the properties MONOID,
DISTRIBUTIVE and ABEL-GROUP as follows.
R1 =
property RING
sorts s
operators +, * : s, s -> s
0, 1 : -> s
i : s -> s
combines MONOID[s,*,1],
DISTRIBUTIVE[s,+,*],
ABEL-GROUP[s,+,0,i]
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This specication implicitly describes some sharings of sorts and operators. For
example, the three specications M , D and G share the same sort s. These sharings
are of course crucial to get a specication of rings.
In our work, the sharings are expressed by colimits of diagrams. This categorical
construction allows us to model the composition of objects with explicit sharings. In
the example of rings, the specication R1 corresponds to the colimit of the diagram
1.
Here is the intuitive interpretation of this diagram.
{ The vertices labeled by M , D and G, which are terminating vertices of the graph
(no edge has one of these vertices as source), are the specications we wish to
gather.
{ The vertices labeled by B, S and B express the sharings.
 The sort s is shared by the three specications M , D and G. This sharing is
modeled by the morphisms b  s : S!M , m  s : S!D and m  b  s : S!G.
 The binary operator * is shared by the specications M and D. This sharing is
modeled by the morphisms b :B!M and m :B!D.
 The binary operator + is shared by the specications G and D. This sharing is
modeled by the morphisms m  b :B!G and m+ :B!D.
In the following, we focus on one particular construction of colimit: pushouts, which
model the composition of two specications.
Denition 1 (Pushout). Let A; B; C be three specications and f :A!B; g :A!C be
two specication morphisms. A pushout of f and g is a triple
(push(A; B; C; f; g); k1(A; B; C; f; g); k2(A; B; C; f; g));
where push(A; B; C; f; g) is a specication and
k1(A; B; C; f; g) :B!push(A; B; C; f; g)
k2(A; B; C; f; g) :C!push(A; B; C; f; g)
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are two specication morphisms, such that
1. k1(A; B; C; f; g) f= k2(A; B; C; f; g)  g,
2. for any specication D and specication morphisms f0 :B!D, g0 :C!D such that
f0 f= g0  g, there exists a unique specication morphism
up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0) :push(A; B; C; f; g)!D
such that
up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0)  k1(A; B; C; f; g)=f0;
up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0)  k2(A; B; C; f; g)= g0:
In the following, if P=push(A; B; C; f; g), we write ki(P) for ki(A; B; C; f; g).
A well known result of category theory states that a category is nitely cocomplete
(i.e. every nite diagram has a colimit) if and only if this category has an initial object
and pushouts.
This means that together with the empty specication, pushouts can simulate the
colimit construction of any nite diagram. Indeed, the empty specication, denoted by
, is initial because for any specication A, there is a unique specication morphism
from  to A, denoted by j(A) :!A.
We now may dene a specication R2 of rings with pushouts by combining the
specications M and D, and then adding G to the result:
MD=push(B;M;D; b; m);
R2 =push(B;MD; G; k2(MD) m+; m  b):
There are other ways of specifying a ring with the given base specications. For
instance, we can rst combine D and G and then add the specication M . We get a
new specication R02 of rings.
DG=push(B;D;G; m+; m  b);
R02 =push(B;M;DG; b; k1(DG) m);
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One can easily convince oneself that the specications R2 and R02 are isomorphic.
Intuitively, both constructions are equivalent because the pushout operation is \asso-
ciative" (in a sense which should be dened formally). Actually, R2 and R02 are two
dierent encodings of the colimit of the diagram 2 with pushouts.
But more complicated cases may arise. We can for instance start by dening a
\pseudo-ring", i.e. a ring without distributivity either with the term P or P0 as
follows.
P=push(S;M;G; b  s; m  b  s);
Q1 =push(S; B; B; s; s);
Q2 =push(B;M;Q1; b; k1(Q1));
P0=push(B;Q2; G; k2(Q2)  k2(Q1); m  b);
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The specications P and P0 correspond to the colimit of the diagram  below. Now
we can \add the distributivity" on two dierent ways and get two new specications
of rings R3 and R4. We rst consider the specication
B2 =push(; B; B; j(B); j(B))
which groups two binary operators, and the specication morphism
u1 =up(; B; B; P; j(B); j(B); k1(P)  b; k2(P) m  b) :B2!P:
This arrow exists because as  is initial, k1(P)  b  j(B)= k2(P) m  b  j(B). There
is also an arrow u2 =up (; B; B; D; j(B); j(B); m; m+) :B2!D.
We then obtain a specication R3 of rings by combining D and P sharing B2.
R3 = push(B2; P; D; u1; u2)
= push(push(; B; B; j(B); j(B)); P; D;
up(; B; B; P; j(B); j(B); k1(P)  b; k2(P) m  b);
up(; B; B; D; j(B); j(B); m; m+)):
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And here is a last specication R4 of rings which uses P0:
R4 = push(push(; B; B; j(B); j(B)); P0; D;
up(; B; B; P0; j(B); j(B); k1(P0)  k2(Q2)  k1(Q1);
k1(P0)  k2(Q2)  k2(Q1));
up(; B; B; D; j(B); j(B); m; m+)):
The constructions R3 and R4 respectively correspond to the following diagrams 3
and 4.
By using the denition of colimit in category theory, we can check that the colimits
of the diagrams 1, 2, 3 and 4 are isomorphic, because of the equality of specication
morphisms
m+  s=m  s:
This equality means that the fact that both operators + and * operate on the same set
is contained in the specication D of distributive operators. We will see in Sections 3
and 6 that 1, 2, 3 and 4 are isomorphic in the category of diagrams Diagr(C0).
2.3. Construction isomorphism
We have just seen that there are various equivalent ways of specifying the theory
of rings from a given category of base specications. Formally, two specications are
equivalent if they are isomorphic in some category of specications. We present here
some isomorphisms and motivate the use of construction isomorphisms to compare
modular specications.
Identity. Two specications are isomorphic if they are identical. This very weak
isomorphism is not very interesting.
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Structural equivalence. Two specications are isomorphic if they have been con-
structed the same way, independently of aliases which may have been dened in the
construction process. This isomorphism is slightly less weak than the previous one, but
still not very interesting.
Isomorphism in Spec. Two specications are isomorphic if there exists an isomor-
phism between them in the category of all specications Spec. The diculty here is
rst to exhibit the isomorphism between both signatures, and above all to check that
it is a specication morphism, which is in general undecidable.
Construction isomorphism. Two specications constructed with colimits from a com-
mon category of base specications C0 are isomorphic if we can prove it with general
properties of colimits. The specications R2; R02; R3 and R4 are isomorphic in this sense.
This corresponds to an isomorphism in the category Term(C0) which will be described
in Section 4. On the one hand, this construction isomorphism is not too general in that
it reects the construction of the modular specication. On the other hand, it is more
general than the structural isomorphism because some irrelevant steps chosen while
constructing the modular specication are abstracted. These isomorphisms do not de-
pend on the actual denition of the base specications, but only on their combination.
At last, we show in Section 6 that, under certain conditions, we can decide whether
two specications are related by a construction isomorphism.
3. Categorical setting
This section presents the notion of equiv-category, and the equiv-category of
diagrams DIAGR(C). We mainly restate well known concepts of category theory in
the context of equiv-categories. However, the denition of diagram morphism which is
proposed here is more general than those usually presented in computer science. The
reader not familiar with basic notions of category theory may refer to [1, 24].
3.1. Equiv-categories
In computer science, we usually distinguish between the syntax, which corresponds
to the language used to describe the entities (e.g. a program), and the semantics, which
corresponds to the meaning of the entities (e.g. the result of a program execution). The
syntax requires representation choices, while the semantics may give a result which is
independent of the coding. In category theory, no representation choices are made on
arrows of a category in the sense that two syntactically dierent arrows may be equal.
For example, in a category we have f  idA=f for every arrow f :A!B. From a
syntactic point of view, this is not satisfactory because we want to make a distinction
between a syntactic equality (i.e. identity of symbol strings: f  idA=f  idA) and
a semantic equality (i.e. equivalence of meaning: f  idA=f). We thus use equiv-
categories.
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An equiv-category has the same structure as a category, except that equalities be-
tween arrows are replaced by a congruence relation, introduced to model semantic
equivalence. Considering the quotient of an equiv-category by its associated congru-
ence yields a category which might be considered as a (trivial) semantics. So, in an
equiv-category, we have f  idA=f  idA and f  idAf. Equiv-categories were intro-
duced by Duval and Reynaud [11]. Usual concepts of category theory can be restated
in the context of equiv-categories: equiv-functors correspond to functors, equiv-colimits
to colimits, etc. 1
Denition 2 (Equiv-category). An equiv-category C is a triple (Obj(C);Arr(C);)
such that
{ Obj(C) is a class of objects. 2
{ 8A; B2Obj(C); Arr(C)(A; B) is a set of arrows from A to B.
{ 8A; B2Obj(C);  is a relation on Arr(C)(A; B).
{ 8A; B; C 2Obj(C), there is a composition operation
 : Arr(C)(B; C)Arr(C)(A; B)!Arr(C)(A; C):
{ 8A2Obj(C), there is an identity arrow idA 2Arr(C)(A; A).
{ 8A; B2Obj(C);8f2Arr(C)(A; B); f  idAf and idB ff.
{ 8A; B; C; D2Obj(C);
8f2Arr(C)(A; B); 8g2Arr(C)(B; C); 8h2Arr(C)(C;D);
(h  g) f h  (g f):
{ The relation  is a congruence i.e.
  is an equivalence relation, i.e. is reexive, symmetric and transitive,
 8A; B; C 2Obj(C); 8f;f0 2Arr(C)(A; B); 8g; g0 2Arr(C)(B; C);
ff0 and g g0) g f g0 f0:
Notation. f2Arr(C)(A; B) will sometimes be denoted f :A!B, when we wish to
leave the equiv-category C implicit.
Denition 3 (Isomorphism). An arrow f2Arr(C)(A; B) is an isomorphism in an
equiv-category C if there exists g2Arr(C)(B; A) such that g f idA and f  g idB.
If f2Arr(C)(A; B) is an isomorphism, we say that A and B are isomorphic, and we
note A=B.
Denition 4 (Equiv-functor). Let C and C0 be two equiv-categories. An equiv-functor
F from C to C0, denoted F :C!C0, is a map which assigns to each object A of C an
1 In [28], equiv-categories, equiv-functors and equiv-colimits were respectively called precategories, pre-
functors and precolimits. We now adopt Duval and Reynaud’s terminology.
2 Although Obj(C) may not be a set, we talk of \elements" of Obj(C) and write \A2Obj(C)".
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object F(A) of C0, and to each arrow f2Arr(C)(A; B) an arrow F(f)2Arr(C0)(F(A);
F(B)), and such that
{ ff0)F(f)F(f0),
{ F(idA) idF(A),
{ F(g f)F(g) F(f).
Denition 5 (Full equiv-functor). An equiv-functor F :C!C0 is full if 8g2Arr(C0)
(F(A); F(B)); 9f2Arr(C)(A; B) ; gF(f).
Denition 6 (Faithful equiv-functor). An equiv-functor F :C!C0 is faithful if 8f;
f0 2Arr(C)(A; B); F(f)F(f0))ff0.
Denition 7 (Natural transformation between equiv-functors). Let F;G :C!C0 be
two equiv-functors. A natural transformation  from F to G, denoted  :F !G, is a
map which assigns to every object A of C an arrow A 2Arr(C0)(F(A); G(A)) such that
8f2Arr(C)(A; B); G(f)  A B F(f):
Let F;G :C!C0 be two equiv-functors and  :F !G a natural transformation. If
for every A2Obj(C), A is an isomorphism, then we say that F and G are natu-
rally isomorphic, and we note F =G. In that case, there is a natural transformation
−1 :G !F dened by (−1)A= −1A .
Given a graph 3 , Vertices() and Edges() respectively denote the set of ver-
tices and the set of edges of . An edge a of source m and of target n is denoted
a :m! n. There is an equiv-category P() freely generated over the graph  which
may be dened as follows. The set of objects of P() is the set of vertices of .
Arrows of P() are paths of composable edges of 
ha1; a2; : : : ; aki
where two edges ai and ai+1 are composable if the target of ai is equal to the source
of ai+1. The congruence relation is the equality on paths. Identity arrows are paths of
length 0, denoted h i. The composition is the concatenation of paths:
hb1; b2; : : : ; bli  ha1; a2; : : : ; aki= ha1; a2; : : : ; ak ; b1; b2; : : : ; bli:
Any graph morphism  : !  from a graph  to a graph  uniquely extends
to an equiv-functor P() :P()!P(): P() is equal to  on objects, and is
dened on paths as follows:
P()(h i) = h i;
P()(ha1; a2; : : : ; aki) = h(a1); (a2); : : : ; (ak)i:
3 By graph, we actually mean a directed multigraph, because edges are oriented and there can be more
than one edge between any two vertices.
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3.2. Equiv-category of diagrams
A diagram  over an equiv-category C consists of a graph  whose vertices m
are labeled by objects (m) of C and whose edges a :m! n are labeled by arrows
(a) : (m)! (n) of C. Formally:
Denition 8 (Diagram over an equiv-category). A diagram  over an equiv-category
C is a couple =(;  :P()!C), where  is a graph and  :P()!C is an
equiv-functor.
We say that the diagram  is based on the graph , or that  is the underlying
graph of . A diagram  is nite when its underlying graph is nite.
3.2.1. Examples of diagrams
1. The empty diagram, denoted by ©, is the only diagram based on the empty graph.
2. Let A be an object of C. There is a one point diagram
I(A)= (1; IA :P(1)!C);
where
{ 1 is a graph which has only one vertex, denoted by ,
{ the equiv-functor IA is dened by IA()=A.
3. Let  be the graph consisting of three vertices 0, 1, 2, and two edges a1 :
0! 1; a2 : 0! 2. A pushout diagram is a diagram based on . If A; B; C 2Obj(C),
f2Arr(C)(A; B) and g2Arr(C)(A; C), then there is a pushout diagram
PushDiagr(A;B;C ; f ; g)= (;  :P()!C)
dened by (0)=A; (1)=B; (2)=C; (a1)=f; (a2)= g.
We now dene diagram morphisms. We could consider couples
 : ! =( : ! ;  :  !  P())
where  is a graph morphism and  a natural transformation. This denition is pre-
sented in [36, p. 244, Example 4] (it is the atten category Func(C0)), and in a dual
form in [24, p. 111, Exercise 5.b], (it is the super-comma category). This denition is
not general enough for our purpose because the resulting category is not, in the general
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case, nitely cocomplete. It indeed does not contain enough arrows, and therefore some
specication morphisms have no corresponding diagram morphism.
To come back to the example presented in Section 2, there is indeed a term
Tup=up(S;M;G; R2; b  s; m  b  s; k1(R2)  k1(MD); k2(R2))
from P to R2, which should correspond to an arrow from the diagram  to the diagram
2. However, there is no diagram morphism with the denition above.
For this reason, instead of considering a graph morphism  : ! , we need to
consider a generalized graph morphism  : ! , which assigns to each edge of
 a zigzag of . Instead of considering a natural transformation  :  !  P(),
we need to consider a generalized natural transformation  :  !  P() [27].
Denition 9 (Zigzag). A zigzag Z of a graph  is a triple (k; ZV ; ZE) where
{ k is a natural, called the length of Z ,
{ ZV is a (k + 1)-uple (n0; n1; : : : ; nk) of vertices of ,
{ ZE is a k-uple (a0; a1; : : : ; ak−1) of edges of , such that 8i; 06 i6 k − 1, either
ai : ni! ni+1 (i.e. ai is an edge of source ni and of target ni+1), or ai : ni+1! ni (i.e.
ai is an edge of source ni+1 and of target ni).
A zigzag is noted Z : n0! nk , or, more pictorially,
Z= n0 a0−! n1 a1 − n2 a2 − n3    nk−1 ak−1−! nk ;
where an arbitrary orientation is chosen for each edge ai.
For every vertex n of , there is an empty zigzag 0n : n! n. We get a graph
Zigzag(), with the same vertices as , and with edges the zigzags of .
Denition 10 (Generalized graph morphism). A generalized graph morphism  from
 to , denoted by  : ! , is a graph morphism from  to Zigzag().
We can compose generalized graph morphisms by joining zigzags.
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Denition 11 (Connection relation). Let =(;  :P()!C) be a diagram, and n,
n0 two vertices of . Two arrows u :A! (n) and v :A! (n0) of C are said to be
connected by the diagram  if and only if there exist a zigzag Z : n0! nk of  with
n= n0 and n0= nk
Z= n= n0 a0−! n1 a1 −    nk−1 ak−1−! nk = n0;
and a set of arrows
fci :A! (ni); i2f0; : : : ; kgg;
such that u c0, v ck and 8i2f0; : : : ; k − 1g,
{ (ai)  ci ci+1, if ai : ni! ni+1,
{ (ai)  ci+1 ci, if ai : ni+1! ni.
We write u  v, or u  v [Z] if we want to specify the zigzag Z .
Denition 12 (Diagram morphism). Let C be an equiv-category,  and  be two dia-
grams over C. A diagram morphism  from  to , denoted by  : ! , is a couple
 : ! =( : ! ;  : !  P())
where
{  : !  is a generalized graph morphism,
{  : !  P() is a generalized natural transformation, i.e. a set of arrows fn :
(n)! ((n)); 8n2Vertices()g such that
8a :m! n2Edges(); n  (a)  m [(a)]:
Note: if  is a graph morphism, then P() :P()!P() is a functor and
 :  !  P() is a natural transformation.
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3.2.2. Examples of diagram morphisms
1. For every diagram , there is a diagram morphism
Id : ! =(id : ! ; Id : ! )
where id is the identity (generalized) graph morphism and Id : !  is a (gen-
eralized) natural transformation dened by (Id)n= id(n).
2. For every diagram , there is a (unique) diagram morphism from the empty diagram
to , denoted by J : © ! .
3. We can dene a diagram morphism  : ! 2 corresponding to the term Tup. This
arrow consists of a generalized graph morphism  : ! 2 and a generalized
natural transformation  : ! 2 P().
The generalized graph morphism  may be dened as follows:
(0)= 00; (1)= 10; (2)= 20;
(a1)= 00
m − 30 b−! 10; (a2)= 00 m+ − 40 m  b−! 20:
The generalized natural transformation  : ! 2 P() is dened by
0 =m  s; 1 = idM ; 2 = idG:
We indeed dened a diagram morphism  because m+  sm  s. Another dia-
gram morphism  : ! 2, which also corresponds to the term Tup, may be dened
as follows.
The generalized graph morphism  is
(0)= 30; (1)= 10; (2)= 20;
(a1)= 30
b−! 10; (a2)= 30 m−! 00 m+ − 40 m  b−! 20:
The generalized natural transformation  : ! 2 P() is dened by
0 = s; 1 = idM ; 2 = idG:
To get an equiv-category of diagrams, it remains to dene a congruence on diagram
morphisms. Intuitively, two diagram morphisms ;  : !  are equivalent if they cor-
respond to the same colimiting arrow from  to .
Denition 13 (Equivalence ). Let ;  : !  be two diagram morphisms. By de-
nition,   if 8n2Vertices(); n  n.
For instance, in the example above, the diagram morphisms ;  : ! 2, which cor-
respond to the same specication morphism Tup, are equivalent.
Theorem 14. DIAGR(C) is an equiv-category; which has diagrams as objects; dia-
gram morphisms as arrows and  as congruence relation.
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Proof. First, we must dene the composition of diagram morphisms. Let ,  and 
be three diagrams. Let
 : ! =( : ! ;  : !  P())
 : ! =( : ! ;  : !  P())
be two diagram morphisms. The composition =    of  and  is the couple
 : ! =( : ! ;  : !  P())
where
{ =   ,
{ the generalized natural transformation  : !  P() is dened by 8n2
Vertices(); n= (n)  n.
One has to check that  is indeed a general natural transformation and that the com-
position is associative.
For every diagram , the diagram morphism Id : !  is an identity.
It then remains to show that  is a congruence.  is an equivalence relation, because
 is an equivalence relation. To prove that it is a congruence, we show that given
two arrows u2Arr(C)(A; (m)) and v2Arr(C)(A; (n)), we have
{ 8w2Arr(C)(A0; A); u  v[Z]) u w  v w[Z],
{ 8 : ! ; u  v[Z]) m  u  n  v[(Z)].
3.3. Equiv-colimits
Denition 15 (Equiv-functor I :C!DIAGR(C)). We dene an equiv-functor I :C!
DIAGR(C) as follows. I assigns to each object A of C the diagram I(A), and to each
arrow f2Arr(C)(A; B) the diagram morphism I(f)= (id1 : 1! 1; If : IA! IB)
dened by If =f.
We can check that I is full and faithful.
Denition 16 (Cone). Let  be a diagram over an equiv-category C and C be an
object of C. A cone from  is a diagram morphism  : ! I(C).
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Remark 17.  : ! I(C) is a diagram morphism if and only if
8a :m! n2Edges(); n  (a) m:
Denition 18 (Equiv-colimiting cone). Let  be a diagram over an equiv-category C.
A cone  : ! I(C) from  is an equiv-colimiting cone if for any cone  : ! I(D)
from , there exists an arrow  2Arr(C)(C;D), unique up to equivalence, such that
I( )   .
The object C is called an equiv-colimit of the diagram  and is noted Colim .
The arrow  is called a mediating arrow from  to . A diagram may have several
equiv-colimits which are then isomorphic.
3.3.1. Chosen equiv-colimits
The denition of an equiv-colimit up to isomorphism is not satisfactory because,
from a syntactic point of view, we need to make a choice of representation. To take
an example, the set (f1gA)[ (f2gB) is one particular choice of sum of A and B
in the category of sets. If we want to dene a syntax to represent colimit constructions,
we can no longer dene equiv-colimits up to isomorphism, because we must make rep-
resentation choices for these constructions. We must consider chosen equiv-colimits, i.e.
canonical equiv-colimits among all isomorphic equiv-colimits. We might for instance
decide that (f1gA)[ (f2gB) is the chosen sum of A and B in the category of sets.
Theoretically, these choices are needed if we want to get a free construction of terms.
The introduction of chosen colimits, due to Ehresmann [13, 14], endows a category
with an algebraic structure, the chosen equiv-colimits playing the role of constructors.
Concretely, given a diagram  which has an equiv-colimiting cone, choosing an
equiv-colimit of  means:
1. choose an equiv-colimiting cone  : ! I(C),
2. for every cone  : ! I(D), choose a mediating arrow  :C!D from  to  in C.
3.3.2. Examples of equiv-colimits
{ Given an object A of C, any object isomorphic to A is an equiv-colimit of the
diagram I(A).
{ An equiv-initial object is an equiv-colimit of the empty diagram ©. If an equiv-
category C has a chosen equiv-initial object, this one is denoted C. The chosen
mediating arrow from C to any object A is denoted jCA : 
C!A.
{ An equiv-pushout is an equiv-colimit of a pushout diagram. For instance, the equiv-
colimit of PushDiagr(A;B;C ; f ; g) consists of a triple (P; k1; k2) where P is an
object of C, k1 :B!P and k2 :C!P are two arrows of C, such that
 k1 f k2  g,
 8D2Obj(C); f0 2Arr(C)(B;D); g0 2Arr(C)(C;D) such that f0 f g0  g, there
exists an arrow up :P!D, unique up to equivalence, such that up  k1f0 and
up  k2 g0.
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If PushDiagr(A;B;C ; f ; g) has a chosen equiv-colimit, P; k1 and k2 are respectively
denoted
pushC(A; B; C; f; g);
kC1 (A; B; C; f; g) :B! pushC(A; B; C; f; g);
kC2 (A; B; C; f; g) :C! pushC(A; B; C; f; g):
For all f0 2Arr(C)(B;D) and g0 2Arr(C)(C;D) such that f0 f g0  g, the chosen
mediating arrow from P to D is denoted
upC(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0) : pushC(A; B; C; f; g)!D:
Denition 19 (Finitely cocomplete equiv-category). An equiv-category C is nitely
cocomplete if every nite diagram over C has an equiv-colimit.
Let C be a nitely cocomplete equiv-category. Thus, every diagram  has an equiv-
colimiting cone, denoted  : ! I(Colim ). We show that we can extend the map
Colim to arrows so that Colim :DIAGR(C)!C is an equiv-functor.
Let  and  be two diagrams, with equiv-colimiting cones  : ! I(Colim ) and
 : ! I(Colim ). Let  : !  be a diagram morphism. We have a cone    : !
I(Colim ). As  : ! I(Colim ) is an equiv-colimiting cone from , there exists an
arrow
Colim  : Colim !Colim ;
unique up to equivalence, such that I(Colim )     .
Proposition 20. Let C be a nitely cocomplete equiv-category.
1. Colim :DIAGR(C)!C is an equiv-functor.
2. There is a natural transformation  : IdDIAGR(C) ! I Colim .
3. Between the equiv-functors Colim and I; there is an adjunction (Colim a I) whose
unit is . This means that for each object B of C and arrow  : ! I(B) of
DIAGR(C); there exists an arrow  : Colim !B of C; unique up to equivalence;
such that I( )   .
4. The counit  : Colim  I ! IdC of the adjunction (Colim a I) is a natural isomor-
phism.
Proof.
1. We just show that Colim is compatible with relations.
   )        ( is a congruence)
) I(Colim )    I(Colim )   (denition of Colim )
) Colim Colim  ( equiv-colimiting cone)
2. Immediate by the denition of Colim .
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3.  : ! I(Colim ) is an equiv-colimiting cone from .
4. Using the law I   I  idI which relates the unit and the counit of the ad-
junction, we show that for all object B of C, B  (I(B)) idB and (I(B))  B
 idColim I(B).
3.4. Preservation of equiv-colimits
In this paragraph, we dene the image of a diagram and of a diagram morphism
over C by an equiv-functor F :C!C0.
Denition 21 (Image of a diagram). Let  = (;  :P()!C) be a diagram over
C. The image of  by F is the diagram over C0
F  =(; F   :P()!C0):
Denition 22 (Image of a diagram morphism). Let  : !  = ( :  ! ;  :
 ! P()) be a diagram morphism over C. The image of  by F is the diagram
morphism over C0
F :F  !F  =( :  ! ; F :F   ! F   P());
where the generalized natural transformation F is dened by
8n2Vertices(); (F)n=F(n):
Lemma 23. The map
DIAGR(F) : DIAGR(C) ! DIAGR(C0)
 7! F  
 7! F 
is an equiv-functor such that I F =DIAGR(F)  I .
An equiv-functor preserves a (chosen) equiv-colimit when the image of a (chosen)
equiv-colimit is a (chosen) equiv-colimit.
Denition 24 (Equiv-functor preserving an equiv-colimit). Let  be a diagram over C,
with an equiv-colimiting cone  : ! I(C). The equiv-functor F preserves the equiv-
colimit of  if F is an equiv-colimiting cone from F  .
Lemma 25. Let C and C0 be two nitely cocomplete equiv-categories. If an equiv-
functor F :C!C0 preserves all equiv-colimits; then there is a natural isomorphism
Colim DIAGR(F)=F Colim :
Denition 26 (Equiv-functor preserving a chosen equiv-colimit). Let  be a diagram
over C with a chosen equiv-colimit, i.e. a chosen equiv-colimiting cone  : ! I(C)
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and a chosen mediating arrow  :C!D for any cone  : ! I(D). The equiv-functor
F preserves the chosen equiv-colimit of  if F is the chosen equiv-colimiting cone
from F   and F( ) is the chosen mediating arrow of the cone F.
Let us consider the pushout diagram PushDiagr(A;B;C ; f ; g). Then, F preserves its
chosen equiv-colimit if
F(pushC(A; B; C; f; g))= pushC
0
(F(A); F(B); F(C); F(f); F(g));
F(kC1 (A; B; C; f; g))= k
C0
1 (F(A); F(B); F(C); F(f); F(g));
F(kC2 (A; B; C; f; g))= k
C0
2 (F(A); F(B); F(C); F(f); F(g));
F(upC(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0))
= upC
0
(F(A); F(B); F(C); F(D); F(f); F(g); F(f0); F(g0)):
F preserves the chosen initial object C of C if
F(C)=C
0
;
F(jCA )= j
C0
F(A):
3.5. Flattening
In this paragraph, we show that the equiv-category of diagrams DIAGR(C) is
nitely cocomplete. In other words, every diagram over DIAGR(C), i.e. every ob-
ject of DIAGR2(C) has an equiv-colimit. An object of DIAGR2(C)
=(;  :P()!DIAGR(C))
is a graph  whose vertices N are labeled by diagrams (N ) (which are objects of
DIAGR(C)), and whose edges A :N!N 0 are labeled by diagram morphisms
(A) :(N )!(N 0) (which are arrows of DIAGR(C)). We will show that an equiv-
colimit of  may be computed by attening this diagram. Intuitively, attening 
consists in considering the union of all diagrams (N ), and in transforming every
arrow of DIAGR(C) into a set of arrows of C.
The congruence relation in DIAGR2(C) will be noted .
Denition 27 (Flattening Apl : DIAGR2(C)!DIAGR(C)). Flattening is a map wh-
ich assigns to each object
=(;  :P()!DIAGR(C))
of DIAGR2(C) an object Apl=  = (;  :P()!C) of DIAGR(C) as follows.
{  is a graph dened by its set of vertices and its set of edges.
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Vertices() = f(N; n) ; N 2Vertices(); n2Vertices((N ))g
Edges() = f(N; a) : (N; n)! (N; n0);
N 2Vertices(); n; n0 2Vertices((N ));
a : n! n0 2Edges((N ))g
[ f(A; n) : (N; n)! (N 0; (A)(n));
N; N 0 2Vertices(); A :N!N 0 2Edges();
n2Vertices((N ))g
{  :P()!C is an equiv-functor dened on vertices and edges of  as follows.
 Action on vertices : (N; n)=(N )(n),
 Action on edges : (N; a)=(N )(a);
(A; n)=(A)n:
For each vertex N of , we dene an arrow KN :(N )!  in DIAGR(C)
KN :(N )! =(KN :(N ) ! ; KN :(N ) !  P(KN )):
{ The generalized graph morphism KN :(N )
 !  is dened by
KN : (N )
 ! 
n 7! (N; n)
a : n! n0 7! (N; a) : (N; n)! (N; n0):
KN is actually a graph morphism because each edge of (N )
 is assigned to an
edge of  (and not to any zigzag).
{ The (generalized) natural transformation KN :(N ) !  P(KN ) assigns to each
vertex n of (N ) the arrow of C
(KN )n= id(N )(n) = id(N; n):
Note. In the following, we will think of (KN )n as an isomorphism from (N )(n) to
(N; n) which is consistent with the fact that KN is a diagram morphism from (N )
to .
Lemma 28. The set of arrows fKN :(N )!  ; 8N 2Vertices()g denes an arrow
K :! I() in DIAGR2(C).
Proof. We need to show that
8A :N!N 0 2Edges(); KN 0 (A) KN
, 8n2Vertices((N )); (KN 0)(A)(n) (A)n  (KN )n
which is true by denition of .
Theorem 29. DIAGR(C) is nitely cocomplete; with chosen equiv-colimits.
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Proof. We show that the arrow K :! I() is an equiv-colimiting cone from . Let
Q :! I() be another cone from . We dene an arrow UP : !  as follows.
{ UP :  !  is a generalized graph morphism.
 8(N; n)2Vertices(); UP(N; n)=QN (n).
 8(N; a) : (N; n)! (N; n0)2Edges();
UP(N; a)=QN (a) :Q

N (n)!QN (n0):
 8(A; n) : (N; n)! (N 0; (A)(n))2Edges(); UP(A; n)=Z ,
where Z :QN (n) ! QN 0((A)(n)) is the zigzag such that
(QN 0)(A)(n) (A)n  (QN )n [Z]:
{ UP :  !  P(UP) is the generalized natural transformation dened by
8(N; n)2Vertices(); UP(N; n) = (QN )n  (KN )−1n :
We must show that I(UP) K  Q.
I(UP) K  Q
, 8N 2Vertices(); UP KN  QN
, 8N;8n2Vertices((N )); UP(N; n)  (KN )n  (QN )n
This last statement is true, by denition of UP(N; n).
It remains to show that UP is unique up to equivalence. Let  : !  such that
I() K  Q. Then,
I(UP) K  I() K
) 8N 2Vertices(); UP KN   KN
) 8N; 8n2Vertices((N )); UP(N; n)  (KN )n  (N; n)  (KN )n
) 8N; 8n2Vertices((N )); UP(N; n)  (N; n)
) UP  
At last, the cone K :! I() and the mediating arrows UP : !  dene chosen
equiv-colimits.
3.5.1. Application to pushouts
Let , ,  be three objects of DIAGR(C) and  : ! ,  : !  be two ar-
rows of DIAGR(C). We consider the pushout diagram =PushDiagr(; ; ; ; ) in
DIAGR2(C). A chosen equiv-colimit of  is given by the diagram
PUSH(; ; ; ; )= Apl:
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The arrows which make up the equiv-colimiting cone from  are denoted
K1(; ; ; ; ) : !PUSH(; ; ; ; );
K2(; ; ; ; ) : !PUSH(; ; ; ; ):
Given two arrows 0 : ! 0 and 0 : ! 0 such that 0    0  , the mediating
arrow from PUSH(; ; ; ; ) to 0 is denoted
UP(; ; ; 0; ; ; 0; 0) :PUSH(; ; ; ; )! 0:
Lemma 30. The equiv-functor Colim :DIAGR2(C)!DIAGR(C) is such that
Colim DIAGR(I)= IdDIAGR(C):
Theorem 31 (Completion). DIAGR(C) is a completion of C by nite equiv-colimits.
In other words; let C0 be a nitely cocomplete equiv-category. Let F :C!C0 be an
equiv-functor. Then there exists an equiv-functor G : DIAGR(C)!C0; unique up to
natural isomorphism; which preserves equiv-colimits and such that G  I =F .
Proof. Let G=Colim DIAGR(F). We have
Colim  I = IdC (Proposition 20.4)
) Colim  I F =F
) Colim DIAGR(F)  I =F (Lemma 23)
) G  I =F (Denition of G)
We now show that G preserves equiv-colimits, i.e. that given a diagram  with an
equiv-colimiting cone K :! I(), then GK :G ! I(G()) is an equiv-colimiting
cone from G . For all (N; n)2Vertices(), let
(N; n) = (F (N ))n F((KN )−1n ):
This denes an arrow  :F  !G  such that GK    F  .
Given a cone  :G ! I(A), we must show that there exists an arrow  :G()!A,
unique up to equivalence, such that I( ) GK  .
Existence: As there is a cone    :F  ! I(A), there exists an arrow  :G()!A,
unique up to equivalence, such that I( )  F      .
I( )  F      
) 8(N; n);   (F  )(N; n) N  (N; n)
) 8(N; n);   (F  )(N; n) N  (F (N ))n F((KN )n)−1
) 8(N; n);   (F  )(N;n) F((KN )n) N  (F (N ))n
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) 8(N; n);  G(KN )  (F (N ))n N  (F (N ))n
) 8N; I( G(KN ))  F (N )  I(N )  F (N )
) 8N;  G(KN ) N
) I( ) GK  :
Uniqueness: Let  0 :G()!A such that I( 0) GK . Then,
I( 0)  F   I( 0) GK     
)    0:
At last, we must show that G is unique up to natural isomorphism. Let
H : DIAGR(C)!C0 be an equiv-functor which preserves equiv-colimits and such that
H  I =F .
G  I =H  I
) Colim DIAGR(G) DIAGR(I)=Colim DIAGR(H) DIAGR(I)
) G Colim DIAGR(I)=H Colim DIAGR(I) (Lemma 25)
) G=H (Lemma 30)
3.6. From equiv-categories to categories
The denitions of equiv-category, equiv-functor and equiv-colimit lead to the usual
denitions of category, functor and colimit.
Category: If C=(Obj(C);Arr(C);) is an equiv-category, then there is a category
C= whose class of objects is Obj(C) and whose set of arrows from an object A to
an object B is the quotient set Arr(C)(A; B)=.
There is a projection equiv-functor PC :C!C=  which is the identity on ob-
jects and which assigns to each arrow f2Arr(C)(A; B) its equivalence class [f] :
A!B in C=.
Reciprocally, we can consider any category as an equiv-category by taking the equal-
ity relation on arrows as congruence relation.
Functor: Any equiv-functor between two equiv-categories gives rise to a functor
between the corresponding categories. Let F :C!C0 be an equiv-functor. Then there
is a unique functor F= :C= !C0=, which is equal to F on objects and such that
8f2Arr(C)(A; B); (F=)([f])= [F(f)]:
An equiv-functor F :C!C0 is full (respectively faithful) if and only if the functor
F= is full (respectively faithful).
Natural transformation between functors: Let F;G :C!C0 be two equiv-functors
between the equiv-categories C and C0. Let  :F ! G be a natural transformation.
Then, there is a natural transformation [] :F= ! G= dened by []A= [A].
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Two equiv-functors F and G are naturally isomorphic if and only if F= and G=
are naturally isomorphic.
Colimit: Let C be an equiv-category. An arrow  : ! I(C) of DIAGR(C) is an
equiv-colimiting cone from a diagram  if and only if the arrow PC :PC  ! I(C)
of DIAGR(C=) is a colimiting cone from PC  .
Therefore, an equiv-category C is nitely cocomplete if and only if the category
C= if nitely cocomplete.
As a category is nitely cocomplete if and only if it has an initial object and
pushouts, an equiv-category C is nitely cocomplete if and only if C has an equiv-
initial object and equiv-pushouts.
Remark 32 (Chosen colimits versus chosen equiv-colimits). In an equiv-category, a
choice of equiv-colimit for a diagram  consists of
1. a choice of an equiv-colimiting cone  : ! I(C),
2. for any other cone  : ! I(D), a choice of arrow  :C!D such that I( )    
(this arrow is only unique up to equivalence).
In a category though, a choice of colimit for a diagram  just consists of a choice
of a colimiting cone  : ! I(C). Then for any other cone  : ! I(D), there exists a
unique  :C!D such that I( )  = .
We must note that a choice of equiv-colimits in an equiv-category C does not
induce a choice of colimits in the category C= . Indeed, given a diagram  over
C=, there may exist several diagrams  over C such that PC  = , which induce
several dierent possible choices for the colimit of .
3.7. Category of diagrams Diagr(C)
The category of diagrams is the quotient category corresponding to the equiv-
category DIAGR(C)
Diagr(C)=DIAGR(C)=:
This category is a completion of C by nite colimits. Diagr(C) is thus nitely cocom-
plete, but has no chosen colimits (cf. Remark 32).
The category Diagr(C) is well known in category theory. Its objects are diagrams.
The set of arrows from a diagram  to a diagram  may be dened \concretely" with
limits and colimits of hom-functors as
Hom(; )= Lim
x2
Colim
y2
Hom((x); (y)):
Our denition is very similar to the \abstract" denition proposed in [37] (see also
[2]), except that in [37], a diagram morphism  : !  consists of a set of
fn; n2Vertices()g
where n is an equivalence class of arrows modulo  from (n) to (n0).
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In this section, we actually presented the category Diagr(C) as a quotient of the
\syntactic" equiv-category DIAGR(C) by . DIAGR(C) is \syntactic" in the sense
that we have an eective representation of its arrows. The advantage of our (long)
denition is be able to manipulate arrows of Diagr(C) by representatives taken in
DIAGR(C). Therefore, all computations (like those described in section 5) take place
in the equiv-category DIAGR(C), while the results may be interpreted in the category
Diagr(C).
4. The term language TERM(C0)
The aim of this section is to dene a term language for describing colimit con-
structions. We build an equiv-category TERM(C0) whose objects represent colimit
constructions, and arrows colimiting arrows between colimit constructions.
We wish to be able to represent any colimit constructions of base specications
related by base specication morphisms. As a category is nitely cocomplete if and
only if it has an initial object and pushouts, we choose to have a representation for
these two constructions.
Therefore, we dene a term  to represent the initial object, and for all objects A, B,
C and arrows f :A!B, g :A!C, we dene a term push(A; B; C; f; g) to represent the
pushout of the diagram PushDiagr(A;B;C ; f ; g). We will also need terms to denote
specication morphisms. This syntax for colimit constructions has been widely inspired
by the work of Reynaud [30{32] and that of Streicher and Wirsing [35].
4.1. Problem of circularity
Let C0 be a small category (that we will consider as an equiv-category). The aim
is to dene an equiv-category which contains C0, an equiv-initial object and equiv-
pushouts.
4.1.1. Equiv-initial object
For the equiv-initial object, we just have to introduce a new object  and for every
object A an arrow j(A) :!A. Moreover, we also need to introduce for all f; g :!A
the relation f g.
4.1.2. Equiv-pushouts
Given three objects A, B, C and two arrows f :A!B, g :A!C, we need to intro-
duce a new object
push(A; B; C; f; g);
two arrows
k1(A; B; C; f; g) :B!push(A; B; C; f; g);
k2(A; B; C; f; g) :C!push(A; B; C; f; g);
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and the relation
k1(A; B; C; f; g) f k2(A; B; C; f; g)  g:
Moreover, given two arrows f0 :B!D and g0 :C!D such that f0 f g0  g, we
need to introduce an arrow
up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0) :push(A; B; C; f; g)!D
and two relations
up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0)  k1(A; B; C; f; g)f0;
up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0)  k2(A; B; C; f; g) g0:
Introducing the arrow up (A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0) raises a problem. Until now, we have
rst dened terms and then relations on these terms. Here, we need to introduce a
new term only if a relation is satised. There is therefore a circularity between the
denition of terms and the denition of relations.
Generalized algebraic theories, which are a generalization of multi-sorted algebras,
have been proposed by Cartmell to specify dependent types, i.e. types parameterized by
terms [9]. For instance, the \type" Arr(A; B) depends on both terms A and B. Reynaud
[30{32] proposes to use Cartmell’s dependent types to specify colimit constructions.
However, Cartmell’s dependent types cannot specify terms which are conditioned by a
relation between two other terms. Reynaud [32] gets round the diculty by constructing
a concrete, i.e. semantic, nitely cocomplete category.
Besides, Ehrig et al. [15] also propose a syntax to describe colimit constructions.
But as their syntax has no representation for all up arrows, it is not powerful enough
to describe all colimit constructions.
One solution is to specify a nitely cocomplete equiv-category without up arrows,
by replacing them by other arrows whose existence is not conditioned by any relation.
This approach has been proposed by Cury [10], who introduces two arrows called p
and d, which do not depend on any relation, and allow to reconstruct a posteriori any
up arrow.
Here, we wish to stay close to the classic denition of pushouts and therefore to
keep the up arrows. For this reason, we propose a stratied construction of the equiv-
category TERM(C0), by dening a sequence of equiv-categories (Ci)i>0 such that the
introduction of an up arrow in an equiv-category Ci only depends on a relation in
Ci−1. The equiv-category of terms is then the union of all equiv-categories Ci.
4.2. Equiv-categories Ci
The sequence of equiv-categories Ci=(Obj(Ci);Arr(Ci);i) is dened by induction
over i> 1 by the following rules.
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Rules dening the set Obj(Ci)
A2Obj(C0)
A2Obj(Ci) (1)
2Obj(Ci) (2)
A; B; C 2Obj(Ci−1); f2Arr(Ci−1)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci−1)(A; C)
push(A; B; C; f; g)2Obj(Ci) (3)
Rules dening the family of sets Arr(Ci)
A; B2Obj(C0); f2Arr(C0)(A; B)
f2Arr(Ci)(A; B) (4)
A; B; C 2Obj(Ci); f2Arr(Ci)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci)(B; C)
g f2Arr(Ci)(A; C) (5)
A2Obj(Ci)
id(A)2Arr(Ci)(A; A) (6)
A2Obj(Ci)
j(A)2Arr(Ci)(; A) (7)
A; B; C 2Obj(Ci−1); f2Arr(Ci−1)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci−1)(A; C)
k1(A; B; C; f; g)2Arr(Ci)(B;push(A; B; C; f; g)) (8)
A; B; C 2Obj(Ci−1); f2Arr(Ci−1)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci−1)(A; C)
k2(A; B; C; f; g)2Arr(Ci)(C;push(A; B; C; f; g)) (9)
A; B; C; D2Obj(Ci−1); f2Arr(Ci−1)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci−1)(A; C)
f0 2Arr(Ci−1)(B;D); g0 2Arr(Ci−1)(C;D); f0 f i−1 g0  g
up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0)2Arr(Ci)(push (A; B; C; f; g); D) (10)
Rules dening the family of relations i
A; B2Obj(C0); f; g2Arr(C0)(A; B); f0 g
fi g (11)
A; B2Obj(Ci); f2Arr(Ci)(A; B)
fi f (12)
A; B2Obj(Ci); f; g2Arr(Ci)(A; B); fi g
gi f (13)
A; B2Obj(Ci); f; g; h2Arr(Ci)(A; B); fi g; gi h
fi h (14)
A; B; C 2Obj(Ci); f;f0 2Arr(Ci)(A; B)
g; g0 2Arr(Ci)(B; C); fi f0; gi g0
g fi g0 f0 (15)
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A; B; C; D2Obj(Ci)
f2Arr(Ci)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci)(B; C); h2Arr(Ci)(C;D)
(h  g) fi h  (g f) (16)
A; B2Obj(Ci); f2Arr(Ci)(A; B)
f  id(A)i f (17)
A; B2Obj(Ci); f2Arr(Ci)(A; B)
id(B) fi f (18)
A2Obj(Ci); f; g2Arr(Ci)(; A)
fi g (19)
A; B; C 2Obj(Ci−1); f2Arr(Ci−1)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci−1)(A; C)
k1(A; B; C; f; g) fi k2(A; B; C; f; g)  g (20)
A; B; C; D2Obj(Ci−1); f2Arr(Ci−1)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci−1)(A; C)
f0 2Arr(Ci−1)(B;D); g0 2Arr(Ci−1)(C;D); f0 f i−1 g0  g
up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0)  k1(A; B; C; f; g)i f0 (21)
A; B; C; D2Obj(Ci−1); f2Arr(Ci−1)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci−1)(A; C)
f0 2Arr(Ci−1)(B;D); g0 2Arr(Ci−1)(C;D); f0 f i−1 g0  g
up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0)  k2(A; B; C; f; g)i g0 (22)
A; B; C 2Obj(Ci−1); f2Arr(Ci−1)(A; B); g2Arr(Ci−1)(A; C)
D2Obj(Ci); u; v2Arr(Ci)(push(A; B; C; f; g); D)
u  k1(A; B; C; f; g) i v  k1(A; B; C; f; g)
u  k2(A; B; C; f; g) i v  k2(A; B; C; f; g)
ui v (23)
Lemma 33. For all i> 0;
1. Obj(Ci)Obj(Ci+1);
2. Arr(Ci)(A; B)Arr(Ci+1)(A; B);
3. 8f; g2Arr(Ci)(A; B); fi g)fi+1 g:
Proof. By induction on i. This result is obvious for i=0. For the inductive step, we
prove the three points in parallel, by structural induction on the denition of Obj(Ci),
Arr(Ci) and i.
Lemma 34. For all i> 0;
1. Ci is an equiv-category,
2. if i> 1; then  is equiv-initial in Ci.
Proof. Obvious from the rules dening Obj(Ci), Arr(Ci), and i.
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Remark 35. The statement push(A; B; C; f; g)2Obj(Ci) does not mean that
push(A; B; C; f; g) is an equiv-pushout in Ci. Indeed we have delayed the introduction
of some up arrows in order to avoid circularity in our denition.
For all i> 0, the equiv-category Ci is a conservative extension of C0, which means
that we do not introduce in Ci new arrows between objects of C0, and that we do not
introduce new relations between arrows of C0.
For all i> 0, let Ji be the inclusion equiv-functor of C0 into Ci.
Theorem 36 (Ci is a conservative extension of C0). For all i> 0; the equiv-functor
Ji :C0!Ci is full and faithful.
This theorem is equivalent to the following result: 8i> 0; 8A; B2Obj(C0);
1. (Ji is full) 8h2Arr(Ci)(A; B); 9h0 2Arr(C0)(A; B); hi h0,
2. (Ji is faithful) 8h0; h00 2Arr(C0)(A; B); h0i h00) h00 h00.
The proof, which consists of tedious inductions, is too long to be written here and is
developed in [28].
4.3. Equiv-category of terms TERM(C0)
Denition 37. We dene the equiv-category of terms
TERM(C0)= (Obj(TERM(C0));Arr(TERM(C0));)
as the union of all equiv-categories Ci.
{ The set of objects of TERM(C0) is
Obj(TERM(C0))=
1S
i=0
Obj(Ci):
{ Let A; B2Obj(TERM(C0)). There exists k> 0 such that A; B2Obj(Ck). The set of
arrows from A to B is
Arr(TERM(C0))(A; B)=
1S
i=k
Arr(Ci)(A; B):
{ Let f; g2Arr(TERM(C0))(A; B). There exists k> 0 such that f; g2Arr(Ck)
(A; B). By denition, f g if and only if fk g.
From Lemma 33, Obj(TERM(C0)), Arr(TERM(C0)) and  are well dened, and from
1st point of Lemma 34, TERM(C0) is an equiv-category.
Theorem 38. TERM(C0) is a nitely cocomplete equiv-category.
Proof. The object  is equiv-initial in TERM(C0). 8A; B; C 2Obj(TERM(C0)); f2Arr
(TERM(C0))(A; B), g2Arr(TERM(C0))(A; C), the triple
(push(A; B; C; f; g); k1(A; B; C; f; g); k2(A; B; C; f; g))
is an equiv-pushout. Therefore, TERM(C0) has all nite equiv-colimits.
Let J :C0!TERM(C0) be the inclusion equiv-functor of C0 into TERM(C0).
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Theorem 39 (TERM(C0) is a conservative extension of C0). The equiv-functor J :C0
!TERM(C0) is full and faithful.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 36.
Theorem 40. TERM(C0) is the equiv-category freely generated over C0 by a chosen
equiv-initial object and chosen equiv-pushouts. In other words, let F :C0!E be an
equiv-functor, E be an equiv-category with a chosen equiv-initial object and chosen
equiv-pushouts. Then there exists a unique equiv-functor
G : TERM(C0)!E
which preserves the chosen equiv-initial object and chosen equiv-pushouts and such
that G  J =F .
Proof (sketch). We construct the equiv-functor G : TERM(C0)!E by induction on
the structure of objects and arrows of TERM(C0), such that
1. 8A2Obj(C0); G(A)=F(A);
2. G()=E;
3. G(push(A; B; C; f; g))=pushE(G(A); G(B); G(C); G(f); G(g));
4. 8f2Arr(C0)(A; B); G(f)=F(f);
5. G(g f)=G(g) G(f);
6. G(id(A))= idG(A);
7. G(j(A))= jEA ;
8. G(k1(A; B; C; f; g))= kE1 (G(A); G(B); G(C); G(f); G(g));
9. G(k2(A; B; C; f; g))= kE2 (G(A); G(B); G(C); G(f); G(g));
10. G(up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0))= upE(G(A); G(B); G(C); G(D); G(f); G(g);
G(f0); G(g0)).
We show that G is compatible with the congruence in TERM(C0) and E by induction
on the length of the proof that h h0 in TERM(C0). Then, G is an equiv-functor
because of Conditions 5 and 6; G  J =F because of 1 and 4; G preserves the chosen
initial object because of 2 and 7; G preserves chosen equiv-pushouts because of 3, 8,
9 and 10.
4.4. Category of terms Term(C0)
The category of terms Term(C0) is the quotient category
Term(C0)=TERM(C0)=:
Obviously, from Theorem 38, Term(C0) is a nitely cocomplete category. How-
ever, the category Term(C0) has no chosen pushout. Indeed, if ff0 and g g0 in
TERM(C0), then push(A; B; C; f; g) and push(A; B; C; f0; g0) are two dierent choices
of pushouts of f=f0 and g= g0 in Term(C0) (cf. Remark 32). Therefore, Term(C0)
is not freely generated by a chosen initial object and chosen pushouts. However, it is
possible to construct a category freely generated by a chosen initial object and chosen
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pushouts by identifying the multiple choices of pushouts. This construction, inspired
by Cury’s \object rewriting" [10], is described in [28].
Categories freely generated by certain limits or colimits correspond to the type of
a sketch introduced by Ehresmann [14]. Here, the advantage of dening the equiv-
category TERM(C0) is to get an eective representation of arrows.
5. From terms to diagrams
In this section, we show how to associate with each specication (represented by an
object of TERM(C0)) a diagram, and with each specication morphism (represented
by an arrow of TERM(C0)) a diagram morphism.
5.1. Equiv-functor D : TERM(C0)!DIAGR(C0)
The equiv-category DIAGR(C0) has a chosen equiv-initial object and chosen equiv-
pushouts (Theorem 29). Therefore, from Theorem 40, there exists a unique equiv-
functor
D : TERM(C0)!DIAGR(C0)
such that
1. 8A2Obj(C0); D(A)= I(A),
2. D()=©,
3. D(push(A; B; C; f; g))=PUSH(D(A);D(B);D(C);D(f);D(g))
=AplPushDiagr(D(A);D(B);D(C);D(f);D(g));
4. 8f2Arr(C0)(A; B); D(f)= I(f),
5. D(g f)=D(g) D(f),
6. D(id(A))=IdD(A),
7. D( j(A))=JD(A),
8. D(k1(A; B; C; f; g))=K1(D(A);D(B);D(C);D(f);D(g)),
9. D(k2(A; B; C; f; g))=K2(D(A);D(B);D(C);D(f);D(g)),
10. D(up(A; B; C; D; f; g; f0; g0))
= UP(D(A);D(B);D(C);D(D);D(f);D(g);D(f0);D(g0)):
The rules 1 and 4 are equivalent to D  J = I .
These rules give us a procedure to compute the diagram associated with a term. At
last, there is of course a functor D= : Term(C0)!Diagr(C0) which corresponds to
the equiv-functor D : TERM(C0)!DIAGR(C0).
5.2. Example
As an example, we compute the diagram associated with the specication R3 of rings
which was dened as follows (cf. Section 2).
P=push(S;M;G; b  s; m  b  s);
B2 =push(; B; B; j(B); j(B));
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u1 =up(; B; B; P; j(B); j(B); k1(P)  b; k2(P) m  b) :B2!P;
u2 =up(; B; B; D; j(B); j(B); m; m+) :B2!D;
R3 =push(B2; P; D; u1; u2):
Let us start by computing the diagram associated with the specication P of pseudo-
rings.
Let us compute the diagram associated with the specication B2.
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To nd the diagram morphism associated with the specication morphism u1 :B2!P,
we must rst calculate D(k1(P)  b) and D(k2(P) m  b).
We can now compute the diagram morphism associated with u1 :B2!P.
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Let us compute the diagram morphism associated with the specication morphism
u2 :B2!D.
At last, we compute the diagram associated with the specication R3.
Therefore, the diagram associated with the specication R3 is 3 (cf. Section 2).
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If we compute the diagram associated with R4, we nd a diagram 04, which is
isomorphic to 4.
5.3. Equivalence of terms and diagrams
In this paragraph, we show that the equiv-categories TERM(C0) and DIAGR(C0) are
equivalent. Intuitively, this means that these equiv-categories have the same equivalence
classes of isomorphic objects.
Denition 41 (Equivalence of equiv-categories). Two equiv-categories C and C0 are
equivalent if and only if there exist two equiv-functors F :C!C0 and G :C0!C such
that F G= IdC0 and G F = IdC.
Lemma 42. There exists an equiv-functor T : DIAGR(C0)!TERM(C0); which pre-
serves nite equiv-colimits, such that T  I = J .
Proof. From Theorem 38, the equiv-category TERM(C0) is nitely cocomplete. So
the result is immediate from Theorem 31.
Lemma 43. We have the following natural isomorphisms:
1. D T  I = I;
2. T D  J = J .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of T  I = J and D  J = I .
Proposition 44. There is a natural isomorphism D T= IdDIAGR(C0).
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Proof. From 1st point of Lemma 43, we have D T  I = I . Moreover the equiv-
functors D T and IdDIAGR(C0) preserve nite equiv-colimits. Therefore, from
Theorem 31, D T= IdDIAGR(C0).
Proposition 45. There is a natural isomorphism T D= IdTERM(C0).
Proof. We construct a natural transformation 	 :T D ! IdTERM(C0). For every ob-
ject U of TERM(C0), we dene by induction on the structure of U an isomorphism
	U :T(D(U ))!U , and, in parallel, we show that 	 is a natural transformation by
induction on the structure of arrows of TERM(C0).
1. U = J (A), where A is an object of C0. From 2nd point of Lemma 43, T D 
J = J . Therefore, there exists an isomorphism 	U :T(D(U ))!U .
2. U =. T(D())=T(©)= because T preserves the initial object. Let 	 :
T(D())! be this isomorphism.
3. U =push(A; B; C; f; g). By induction hypothesis, we have three isomorphisms
	A :T(D(A))!A, 	B :T (D(B))!B and 	C :T(D(C))!C such that f 	A
=	B T(D(f)) and g 	A=	C T(D(g)). As T and D preserve pushouts, the
triple
(T(D(push(A; B; C; f; g)); T(D(k1(A; B; C; f; g)); T(D(k2(A; B; C; f; g)))
is a pushout of the diagram
PushDiagr(T(D(A));T(D(B));T(D(C));T(D( f ));T(D(g))):
Therefore, there is a mediating arrow
	U :T(D(push(A; B; C; f; g)))! push(A; B; C; f; g);
unique up to equivalence, which is an isomorphism, and such that
	U T(D(k1(A; B; C; f; g))  k1(A; B; C; f; g) 	B;
	U T(D(k2(A; B; C; f; g))  k2(A; B; C; f; g) 	C:
It remains to show that 	 is a natural transformation, which is done by induction
on the structure of arrows of TERM(C0) (Rules 4{10).
From Propositions 44 and 45, we deduce the following theorem:
Theorem 46. The equiv-categories TERM(C0) and DIAGR(C0) are equivalent.
Intuitively, the equiv-categories TERM(C0) and DIAGR(C0) have the same classes
of isomorphic objects. This implies that two objects of TERM(C0) (representing two
modular specications) are isomorphic if and only if their associated diagrams are iso-
morphic in DIAGR(C0), and that two arrows of TERM(C0) (representing two speci-
cation morphisms) are equivalent if and only if their associated diagram morphisms
are equivalent in DIAGR(C0).
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We have shown that the equiv-categories TERM(C0) and DIAGR(C0) are equivalent.
However, we must note that TERM(C0) and DIAGR(C0) are not isomorphic, because
they have not the same choices of equiv-colimits. For instance, push(A; B; C; f; g) and
push(A; C; B; g; f) are two dierent equiv-pushouts in the equiv-category TERM(C0)
which are sent to the same diagram in DIAGR(C0).
Two equiv-categories C and C0 are equivalent if and only if their corresponding
quotient categories C= and C0= are equivalent. Therefore, from Theorem 46, we
can deduce that the categories Term(C0) and Diagr(C0) are equivalent.
6. Normalization of diagrams
We have seen that two modular specications are isomorphic in TERM(C0) if and
only if their associated diagrams are isomorphic. However, two isomorphic diagrams
need not be identical. For example, 1; 2; 3 and 4 are dierent diagrams which are
isomorphic in DIAGR(C0).
In this section, we propose a normalization of diagrams and show that two diagrams
are isomorphic if and only if they have the same normal form. We will suppose that
the base category C0 is nite and cycle free, because we have not solved the problem
in the general case.
Denition 47 (Skeletal (equiv-)category). An (equiv-)category C is skeletal if for all
objects A and B of C, A=B)A=B.
Any category C0 has an equivalent skeletal category C00 which may be constructed
by choosing a representative in every equivalence class of isomorphic objects. Given an
object A, let Sk(A) be the chosen object for the class of objects isomorphic to A, and
A :A!Sk(A) the corresponding isomorphism. Then, there is a functor Sk :C0!C00
dened as follows.
Sk : C0 ! C00
A 7! Sk(A)
f :A!B 7! B f −1A
For any diagram =(;  :P()!C0) over C0, Sk  =(; Sk   :P()!
C00) is a diagram over C
0
0 which is isomorphic to .
6.1. Hypothesis
For the rest of the paper, we make the following assumptions.
1. The category C0 is nite, i.e. the set of objects and the set of arrows of C0 is nite.
2. The category C0 is cycle free, i.e. for every arrow f :A!A of C0, f= idA.
3. The category C0 is skeletal.
The hypothesis that C0 is nite and cycle free is realistic, because we always deal
with a nite set of specications; moreover in most cases, we do not use cycles. For
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instance, the LPG language forbid the denition of cycles. The hypothesis that C0 is
skeletal is natural since we need a normal form for every object of C0 if we want to
get a chance to have a normal form for diagrams over C0.
Lemma 48. Let A, B be two objects, and f :A!B; g :B!A be two arrows of C0.
Then, A=B and f= g= idA.
Proof. Straightforward from hypothesis 2 and 3.
6.2. Completion of diagrams
We rst dene complete diagrams and show that a diagram may be completed, i.e.
transformed into an isomorphic complete diagram.
Denition 49 (Complete diagram). A diagram  is complete if
{  has no edge labeled by an identity arrow: 8a :m! n; (a) 6= id(m);
{  contains no couple of edges with same source and target which are labeled by the
same arrow: 8a1; a2 :m! n2Edges(); (a1) 6= (a2);
{  contains all compositions: 8a1 : n0! n1; a2 : n1! n2 2Edges(),
9a : n0! n2 2Edges(); (a)= (a2)  (a1);
{  contains all right factorizations: 8a1 : n1! n0, a2 : n2! n0 2Edges(), if 9h :
(n1)! (n2) in C0 such that (a2)  h= (a1), then
9a : n1! n2 2Edges(); (a)= h:
Proposition 50 (Completion). For every diagram ; there exists a complete diagram
Complete () such that =Complete().
Proof. From , we construct a new diagram by iterating the following transformations.
1. For every a :m! n2Edges() such that (m)= (n) and (a)= id(m), we remove
the edge a of . If m 6= n, then we also merge m and n.
2. For all a1; a2 :m! n2Edges() such that (a1)= (a2), we remove the edge a2.
3. For all 8a1 : n0! n1; a2 : n1! n2 2Edges(), if there is no edge a : n0! n2 2Edges
() labeled by (a2)  (a1), we add such an edge in .
4. 8a1 : n1! n0; a2 : n2! n0 2Edges(), if there exists h : (n1)! (n2) in C0 such
that (a2)  h= (a1) and if there is no edge a : n1! n2 2Edges() labeled by h,
we add such an edge in .
We can check that
{ this procedure stops, because the category C0 is nite,
{ every transformation yields an isomorphic diagram.
Therefore, we end up with a complete diagram Complete () which is isomorphic
to .
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For example, Complete (1)=Complete(3)=Complete(4)= 0. Therefore, 1= 3
= 4. The diagram 2 is complete: Complete (2)= 2.
6.3. Normalization
Completing a diagram allows us to get a more \canonical" form for diagrams. How-
ever, two complete diagrams may be isomorphic without being identical e.g. 2 and
0.
Denition 51 (Elementary zigzag). An elementary zigzag of a graph  is a zigzag
m0
a0 − m1 a1−! m2
of  such that a0 and a1 are distinct edges.
Intuitively, a zigzag Z is included in a zigzag Z 0 if Z is a \sub-zigzag" of Z 0.
Denition 52 (Inclusion of zigzag). Let Z =(k; ZV ; ZE) and Z 0=(k 0; Z 0V ; Z
0
E) be two
zigzags of a graph , with
ZV =(n0; n1; : : : ; nk) and ZE =(a0; a1; : : : ; ak−1);
Z 0V =(n
0
0; n
0
1; : : : ; n
0
k0) and Z
0
E =(a
0
0; a
0
1; : : : ; a
0
k0−1):
Z Z 0 if there exists an integer j, 06 j6 k 0 − k, such that
{ 8i; 06 i6 k; ni= n0i+j,
{ 8i; 06 i6 k − 1; ai= a0i+j.
Note that Z Z 0 implies k6 k 0. Let =(;  :P()!C0) be a diagram. Ele-
mentary zigzags of  are elementary zigzags of . We now dene an ordering on
elementary zigzags of a complete diagram.
Denition 53. Let  be a complete diagram over C0. We dene an ordering 6 on
elementary zigzags of  as follows. Let Z1 and Z2 be two elementary zigzags. Let
Z1 =m0
a0 − m1 a1−! m2.
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{ We have Z1<Z2 if there exists a zigzag Z 0=(k 0; Z 0V ; Z
0
E), with Z
0
V =(n
0
0; n
0
1; : : : ; n
0
k0)
such that
 m0 = n00 and m2 = n0k0 ,
 Z2Z 0,
 (a0)  (a1) [Z 0],
 8i; 06i6k 0; m1 6= n0i .
{ We have Z16Z2 if Z1 =Z2 or Z1<Z2.
Proposition 54. The relation 6 is an ordering.
For example, in the diagram 0, we have
M b  s − S m  b  s−! G6M b − B m−! D;
M b  s − S m  b  s−! G6D m+ − B m  b−! G;
M b  s − S m  s−! D6M b − B m−! D;
D m  s − S m  b  s−! G6D m+ − B m  b−! G:
The set of elementary zigzags of a diagram  is nite, therefore it contains maximal
elements. For example, the elementary zigzags
M b − B m−! D; D m+ − B m  b−! G
are maximal in 0. But
M b  s − S m  b  s−! G; M b  s − S m  s−! D; D m  s − S m  b  s−! G
are not.
Denition 55 (Terminating vertex). A terminating vertex of a graph  is a vertex
n such that there is no edge with source n in .
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Denition 56 (Link). A link of a complete diagram  is a maximal elementary zigzag
of 
Z =m0
a0 − m1 a1−! m2
such that m0 and m2 are terminating vertices of .
The set of links of a complete diagram is computable, because the set of elementary
zigzags is nite, and the ordering is decidable.
Lemma 57. Let  be a complete diagram, n, n0 be two vertices of ; and u :A! (n);
v :A! (n0) be two arrows of C0. Then,
u  v [Z] ) u  v [Z 0]
where Z 0=m0
a0 − m1 a1−!    ak−2 − mk−1 ak−1−! mk is a zigzag such that for each i satis-
fying 06 i6 (k − 2)=2; we have a2i :m2i+1!m2i ; a2i+1 :m2i+1!m2i+2 and m2i+1 a2i −
m2i+1
a2i+1−! m2i+2 is a link of .
Denition 58 (Normal form). A diagram  is in normal form if
{ every vertex of  is a terminating vertex, or belongs to a link of ,
{ every edge of  belongs to a link of .
Proposition 59 (Normalization). For every diagram ; there exists a diagramNf()
in normal form such that =N().
Proof. We consider the set
E := fa2Edges(); a does not belong to a link of g:
N() is the diagram which is obtained by removing all edges of E from . We prove
that we indeed get a diagram which is isomorphic to  by induction on Card(E). The
important point is to \suppress edges in  in the right order".
Base step: If E= ;, then  is in normal form.
Inductive step: We construct a diagram 0 by removing an edge a of E from . Let m
be a vertex of  such that there exists an edge a0 :m! n0 2E. Such a vertex exists
because  has no cycle. Then, let F = fai :m! ni; ai 2EgE. We have of course
F 6= ;.
1. If Card(F)= 1, we have a unique edge a :m! n in F . We construct a diagram 0
by removing the vertex m and the edge a from .
We have an isomorphism  : ! 0 such that (m)= n; (a)= 0n and m= (a).
2. If Card(F)62 and if there exists in F an edge a :m! n such that n is not a
terminating vertex, then we construct a diagram 0 from  by removing the edge
a. There exist two edges
a1 : n! n1; a2 :m! n1 2Edges()
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such that (a1)  (a)= (a2). We have an isomorphism  : ! 0 such that (a)
=m a2−! n1 a1 − n.
3. If Card(F)62 and if every edge ai :m! ni is such that n is a terminating vertex,
let a :m! n; a0 :m! n0 2F . As the elementary zigzag
n a − m a
0
−! n0
is not maximal, there exists a zigzag Z : n ! n0 in , which only contains links
(Lemma 57), and such that (a)  (a0) [Z]. Then, we construct a diagram 0
from  by removing the edge a.
We have an isomorphism  : ! 0 such that (a)=m a
0
−! n0 Z  n.
Corollary 60. Any two diagrams having the same normal form are isomorphic.
Back to the example, we haveN(0)= 2 andN(2)= 2. Therefore, 0= 2, hence
1= 2= 3= 4.
Theorem 61. Let  and  be two diagrams. Then, =  , N()=N().
Proof. The ( part comes from Corollary 60. It remains to show the ) part. We
can suppose w.l.o.g. that  and  are complete. Let  : !  be an isomorphism in
DIAGR(C0).
1. We show that for any terminating vertex n of ; (n) is a terminating vertex of
; (n)= ((n)) and n= id(n).
2. Let
m0
a0 − m1 a1−! m2
be a link of . Let n0 = (m0) and n2 = (m2). Thus, the vertices n0 and n2 are
terminating vertices of  and
(m0)= (n0); (m2)= (n2); m0 = id(m0); m2 = id(m2):
Then, we prove that there exists a vertex n1 in  such that (m1)= (n1). At last,
we show that there exist two edges b0 : n1! n0 and b1 : n1! n2 in  such that
(a0)= (b0) and (a1)= (b1).
Eventually, the diagrams  and  have the same terminating vertices and the same
links. Therefore, N()=N().
6.4. Complexity of the algorithm
In this paragraph, we analyse the complexity of the algorithm for deciding whether
two diagrams are isomorphic. This algorithm consists of three steps:
1. completion of the diagrams,
2. normalization of the diagrams,
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3. comparison of the normal forms.
We make the following assumption: equality between arrows in C0 can be tested in
constant time.
6.4.1. Completion of a diagram
During this step, we need to compute the transitive closure of a (multi-)graph. The
graph which results may have a number of edges which is exponential with respect to
the number of edges of the starting graph.
For instance, let us consider a graph consisting of n vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vn and 2n− 2
edges a2i−1; a2i : vi! vi+1. Then, there are 2n−1 paths from v1 to vn.
v1
a1−−−−−!−−−−−
a2
v2
a3−−−−−!−−−−−
a4
v3   
a2n−3−−−−−!−−−−−
a2n−2
vn
Therefore, the complexity of the completion is exponential with respect to the size
of the diagram.
6.4.2. Normalization of a diagram
This step consists in computing the links of the diagram, i.e. the maximal elementary
zigzags between terminating vertices. This can be done by rst detecting all patterns
with g1  h=f1 and g2  h=f2.
Then, by traveling through the graph, we can deduce the ordering between elementary
zigzags and then the links of the diagrams.
This can be done in a time which is polynomial with respect to the size of the
completed diagram.
6.4.3. Comparison of two normal forms
We show that this step is equivalent to the graph isomorphism problem.
First, the problem is simpler than that of graph isomorphism as we need to nd an
isomorphism between particular cases of labeled graphs.
In the other direction, let us show that the problem of graph isomorphism can be
reduced to that of identity of normal forms of diagrams. Let G be any directed (not
multi-) graph. We consider the category C0 with two objects A and B, and two arrows
f; g :A!B. We construct a diagram  over C0 as follows.
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{ For each vertex x of G, we have a vertex x in  labeled by A. For each edge
a : x!y of G, we have a vertex z in  labeled by B, and two edges from x to z
and from y to z respectively labeled by f and g.
{ For each vertex x such that degree(x)= 1, we have a vertex x0, labeled by B, and
an edge a0 : x! x0, labeled by f.
Remember that for each vertex x of G,
degree(x)=d+(x) + d−(x)
with
d+(x)=Cardfa2Edges(G); a : x!yg
d−(x)=Cardfa2Edges(G); a :y! xg:
The diagram  is in normal form. (Note that all edges arriving at some vertex are
labeled by dierent arrows.)
Then, two graphs are isomorphic if and only if their associated diagrams are identical.
As an example, we consider the following graph and its corresponding diagram.
Finally, because of the rst step, our algorithm is exponential with respect to the
size of the starting diagrams. If there are not \too many multi-edges", then, be-
cause of the third step, the algorithm remains as complicated as that of graph
isomorphism.
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a theoretical framework to study modular specications.
We revisited a classic idea in algebraic specication, which consists in modeling the
composition of modular specications by means of colimits of diagrams.
We proposed a term language to represent specications built from a category of base
specications C0 with pushout constructions. This language is formally characterized
by a nitely cocomplete equiv-category TERM(C0), which is freely generated over C0
by a chosen equiv-initial object and chosen equiv-pushouts.
We proposed to represent terms denoting modular specications as diagrams and thus
dened an equiv-category DIAGR(C0) of diagrams. This equiv-category is a comple-
tion of C0 by nite equiv-colimits. The association of terms with diagrams is described
by an equiv-functor D : TERM(C0)!DIAGR(C0) which denes an equivalence be-
tween the equiv-categories TERM(C0) and DIAGR(C0).
We made a careful distinction between syntactic entities, i.e. objects and arrows
in an equiv-category, which may be handled eectively, and their meaning in the
corresponding category. This eective representation of terms in TERM(C0), and of
diagrams in DIAGR(C0), allowed us to dene an equivalence between both equiv-
categories as a computable equiv-functor D.
Finally, we gave a procedure to compute the normal form of a diagram, in the case
when the base category is skeletal, nite and cycle free. In this case, we can thus decide
whether two specications are related by a construction isomorphism by comparing the
normal form of their associated diagrams.
7.1. Future work
We have proposed a normalization of diagrams when the base category is nite and
cycle free. We do not know whether the problem of diagram isomorphism is, in the
general case, decidable.
At the present time, it is not possible to specify distinguished cones in the base
category, as in sketch theory [14, 11, 12]. It would be interesting to extend our work in
order to take into account some pushouts in the base category. This extension would
provide us with a ner structure of the library of base specications.
From a practical point of view, our work could be applied to design or enhance
specication and programming languages. Applying the representation of module com-
position with diagrams, we hope to get a more general concept of modularity, which
supports renaming of types and functions as well as consistent sharing of modules.
Moreover, one interest of modularity in programming is to be able to reuse modules
in dierent contexts. The idea here is to have a library of base specications together
with various modules implementing them. Then, the diagram associated with a modular
specication describes all the sharing constraints between the imported modules, and
could be used to check the compatibility between these modules.
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